MARKET ALERTS:

November 21, 2018

Avocados - Harvesting in Mexico continues with daily arrival volumes. Revolution Day and Thanksgiving
will create additional delays affecting timely fruit crossings at the border. Some border agencies and harvest closed as of Monday, November 19th. The border will be closed half-day, again, this today, November
21st and will be completely closed on Thanksgiving Day, November 22nd. We are doing everything possible
to expedite the flow of fruit. Most suppliers are working to fill their distribution centers as fast as possible,
moving lugs and volume packed boxes only at this time. Orders will still be prorated over the next week as
suppliers work to balance the fruit across the country to be ready to resume regular business with limited
ripening available. Pricing will continue this week day to day, order to order, as the market is reestablished.
We will continue to provide updates to the market and any purchase orders as we have the information
available. Markets are still in a state of flux. Mexico resumed picking on Wed. Nov 14th, but the pipeline
was almost empty by this time after a 17 day strike in MX. The fruit is fresh and taking a little longer to ripen though product is in the pipeline. Most fruit this week is hard and green, but we expect ripe product to
become more readily available next week. Suppliers and distributors are working hard to refill the pipeline
and estimations are that things should be back to normal by the week of the 10th. On Monday the border
was a mess with a 6 mile line of trucks so fruit was still having difficulty crossing as well. Improvements in
this market are being made, slowly but surely.
Tomatoes - Tomatoes are gapping during this transition time also due to weather over the past couple of
months. Supply is tight, pricing is triggered and some suppliers enacting force majeures. The holidays are
making the situation even worse with increased demand. Round markets continue to increase out of both
Texas and Florida. Mexican supplies are extremely light as most growing areas have had freezing temperatures during this past week. Most growers have lost significant percentages of their crops. Florida supplies
are also light as the cold and wet weather has slowed down production. Roma markets also continue to
increase in both Texas and Florida. Grape and Cherry market remain strong this week out East with steady
supplies and good demand.
Romaine - There has been a suspected food safety outbreak released by the CDC / Food Track allegedly
involving Romaine Lettuce, such as whole heads of Romaine, hearts of Romaine, precut salad mixes that
contain Romaine. Unfortunately, as of right now, the information being released as to the SOURCE of this
outbreak is UNKNOWN. We will keep you posted as we receive more information.
If you have any specific questions or concerns on any commodities not mentioned in this report, please feel free to reach
out to dforsythe@nproduce.com and we will be happy to give you those current market conditions. Also look for our full
Market Report released on Friday and the Spanish version always released the following Monday. Have a great week!
Keeping You Informed,
Your Dedicated NPC, LLC Staff
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Lettuce - Iceberg supplies are extremely limited. With the current Romaine situation and other Leaf commodities, Iceberg is a huge demand at this point. Distributors were unable to prepare for the increased iceberg pull based on the CDC recommendation and some are running dry. Prices are escalated and this is
even being substituted in regions across the country until product can make its way through the pipeline to
catch up. Prices are expected to stay strong through the Holiday.
Green & Red Leaf - Due to the current Romaine market situation Green Leaf, Red Leaf and Butter Lettuce
are in high demand. Expect prices to be higher for the next few weeks and product tight until the pipeline
catches up with the increased demand.
Peppers - Although some new crops have started on the eastern side of the state, bell pepper volumes are
still light in Florida. Overall acreage is down this season, with some regular producers stepping out of the
deal this year. However, we do look for production to strengthen somewhat in a few weeks as a few more
major growers come online. In the West, California’s product is in short supply. Quality is great; there’s just
not enough of them. Mexico is ramping up but is still a week away from any kind of significant volume.
Green Beans - Supply remains limited in the West as we wait for more Mainland Mexico growers to crank
up for the season. Florida is harvesting full force which should take this down next week back to normal
prices.
Strawberries - Availability is tight out of California due to weather and growing area transitions. This is
typical of this time of year. Harvesting in CA has been hampered with rains. Prices are UP and contracts
paying dividends. Growers covering those that have been participating on NPC contracts. Distributors
have been highly encouraged to get pre-orders in to stay covered on orders 100%. The Wild fires are also
causing negative impact on the berries and harvesting. Quality is based on loading areas. Oxnard reporting some soft shoulders and occasional bruising average counts of 22-24. Santa Maria growers reporting a little larger fruit depending on the variety. Portolas running 22-24ct and Monterey 18-20ct with
some fields 24-26ct. More volume coming over each week from Mexico easing supplies. Mexico is looking
very strong this year. Though currently, smaller sizing coming across 24-26ct. Florida starting up in pallet
volumes by the first week of December depending on grower. Stem berries are extremely difficult due to
the smaller size conditions. Expect another couple of weeks to see good Stem sizes again.
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Broccoli - Broccoli supplies are extremely short this week. The demand is high due to the holidays for Broccoli this week. This has created stronger markets and prices are higher then the prior week.
Cauliflower - Supplies are almost extinct. With production finishing up in Salinas and with the transition
from Salinas to Yuma AZ, markets are much higher this week. There is also an increased demand for Cauliflower due to the Holidays. Expect markets to maintain strong for the next few weeks.

***Most all leaf items are escalated and in shorter supply as the industry reacts to the romaine outbreak. This includes but is not limited to,
green leaf, red leaf, butter, iceberg, spring mix, spinach, & arugula.***

We want to wish you and your families a
very Happy Thanksgiving!
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